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“Whilst COVID-19 has driven spikes in viewing time across
all platforms, the wider backdrop of falling live television
viewing minutes, declining advertising revenues and
competing attentions from other media are making for a
challenging backdrop for linear broadcasters.”
– Joe Birch, Consumer Technology Analyst, 27
August, 2020

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on the television and video market.
How consumers’ viewing preferences will change in the short, medium and long term.
Opportunities to tailor video and TV offerings to consumers’ changing habits.
How a COVID-19 recession will reshape consumers’ attitudes to television and video
viewing.
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The services which consumers have used to watch live TV have been shifting for a number of years, but
the switch to streaming services this year has gained significant momentum, with use of free streaming
services such as iPlayer or YouTube to watch live TV up from 30% last year to 42%.
COVID-19 has undoubtedly accelerated this shift, with television viewing across all platforms up nearly
a third (32%) in April on the same period for 2019, according to Ofcom. Public Service Broadcasters
(PSBs) have recorded some high viewing figures for news events during the pandemic, but subscription
video-on-demand (SVoD) services such as Netflix, Disney+ and Amazon Prime have been the key
beneficiaries. The ongoing effects of COVID-19 will mean a slow return to theatres and cinemas;
cinematic releases online first will increase appeal of the streaming services.
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In the immediate term, television is well placed to handle the change in personal circumstances which
consumers find themselves in as wariness about going out and experiencing social activities such as
theatres and cinemas drive consumers to watch content at home first. Post-pandemic, the economic
downturn may see consumers switching off from pay-TV services and, to a lesser extent, streaming
subscriptions, as the economic downturn bites.
Longer term, television services will likely benefit from the period of lockdown as new habits formed in
this period can be sustained. 3m consumers accessed a paid-for streaming service for the first time
during lockdown, and this behaviour switch can be maintained as consumers find value in their new
service. As consumers increasingly become interested in personal curated content for their interests,
opportunities for content-specific streaming services such as sports and documentaries can cater to the
diverse needs of the super fan, and would likely see the landscape for streaming content become more
segmented according to individual preference.
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Figure 18: Expected impact of COVID-19 on video and TV, short, medium and long term, 18 August 2020
Television’s multi-platform experience
Figure 19: Live and on-demand viewing habits on devices, July 2019-July 2020
Must-see television moments can still create communal viewing occasions
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Free streaming services set to increase competition in crowded market
Sporting landscape looks set for shake-up with entry of dedicated streaming service
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The government launches consultation on licence fee decriminalisation
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Increase in paid-for streaming service demand since 2019
Growth of niche streaming channels can cater to the super-fan
Nearly half think the licence fee should be stopped

Impact of COVID-19 on Consumer Behaviour
April’s lockdown sees spike in viewing across platforms
Streaming VoD services see spike in uptake
Figure 22: Average viewing of minutes per day, April 2020
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Figure 25: Consumer attitudes to the impact of coronavirus, 28 February-22 August 2020
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Live TV Viewing
Live TV viewing continues to be prevalent in majority of households
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On-Demand Viewing
Small increase in on-demand viewing since 2019
Figure 30: On-demand TV viewing, June 2019 and June 2020
Increase in paid-for streaming-service demand since 2019
Good penetration among all age groups
Figure 31: Services used to watch on-demand content, June 2018, July 2019 and May 2020

Paid Streaming Services
Netflix tops the ratings for paid streaming services
Figure 32: Paid-for streaming services used, May 2020
Content is (Tiger) King
A quick start for Disney, but work to be done to engage older audiences
Digital first approach will likely bring in more subscribers in the short and medium terms
Amazon offers value for money and can be less susceptible to churn
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Figure 33: Paid-for streaming services by age, May 2020
Challengers face struggle to break through top three dominance
BritBox can afford to take some risks
Over a third of people have two paid-for subscription services
Figure 34: Repertoire of streaming services subscribed to, May 2020
Figure 35: Paid-for streaming services by repertoire of streaming services subscribed to, May 2020
High interest in a super-aggregator
Sky Q well placed to capitalise on consumers’ desire for convenience
Figure 36: Interest in bundled subscription service, May 2020

TV and Video Content Habits
Drama leads the way as people’s favourite genre
Netflix’s comedy slate can help draw in and maintain younger audiences
Figure 37: Genre of TV programmes watched by time spent watching, May 2020

Interest in New Subscription Services
Growth of niche streaming channels can tailor to the super-fan
Niche platforms can build communities around select interests
Young males can be a warm target for sport-specific streaming service
Figure 38: Interest in content-specific subscription streaming service, May 2020

Views on the Licence Fee
Nearly half think the licence fee should be stopped
Figure 39: Attitudes to the BBC licence fee, May 2020
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